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The relationship between architectural profession, the economic system and pedagogy is widely investigated in the “Architecture and Labor” field. However, the focus has not yet been on the Danish case.

This paper is part of an ongoing Ph.D. research that focuses on this niche to unveil contemporary modes of architectural production in Denmark, considering how some changes in its Welfare State have played a role on the architectural profession. Here in particular it considers those policies that have led to a neo-liberal turn; shaping the ways in which architects work and questioning how they are educated.

Specifically, here the paradigmatic documents will be a number of semi-structured interviews I made to Danish practitioners and those policies recently implemented by the government, that resulted in a risky gambling for architectural education: as, the bill that cut both economic resources and enrollment allowance for architectural schools; or that on residence requirements that affected the mobility of individuals in a country that is sharing the European free circulation of services and people (Maastricht, 1993).
The argument is that particular conditions has shaped the Danish architectural profession and their influences on the architectural production have been manyfold. However, Schools of Architecture have only recently started to consider the economic framework in relation to teaching and learning. Moreover, while this body of administrative bills has led to positive figures in the sector, the most striking in relation to export; the education has been affected negatively and risk not to supply the increasing demands of the sector.

In conclusion, this paper aims to show how specific dynamics have been able to shape the architectural profession, which mechanisms have been deployed by the practices and how now there is a need of bridging the gap between how architecture is practised and how it is taught.
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